[Reflexions on the usage of information theory in biology].
For living beings, information is as fundamental as matter or energy. In this paper we show: a) inadequacies of quantitative theories of information, b) how a qualitative analysis leads to a classification of information systems and to a modelling of intercellular communication. From a quantitative point of view, the application in biology of information theories borrowed from communication techniques proved to be disappointing. These theories ignore deliberately the significance of messages, and do not give any definition of information. They refer to quantities, based upon arbitrarily defined probabilistic events. Probability is subjective. The receiver of the message needs to have 'meta-knowledge' of the events. The quantity of information depends on language, coding, and arbitrary definition of disorder. The suggested objectivity is fallacious. In common language, the word 'information' is synonymous with knowledge of order. Following common sense a message (letters, coded signals, etc.) is information just in case it is interpretable, i.e. if it fits to a previously acquired meaning (the words of an available language, etc.). The consequence is that calculation of quantities in the sense of Shannon can be used for transmissions, but it is itself meaningless (has no significance). In linguistics and semantics, information is composed of a 'signifier', a physical medium (letters, coded signals, etc.), and a 'signified' or significance. The nature of information is complex. The laws of linguistics and semantics are valid not only at the human, organismic level, but also at the cellular and molecular level. The physiology of sensations gives us many examples for application of a concept of information An electromagnetic wave of 0.7% give us the sensation of a red colour. Sensations have no physical reality. They are purely subjective. At the cellular level communication operates by means of chemical messengers (first messengers), which generally do not penetrate the plasmic membrane. Specific captors operate as transductors: external factors are converted into secondary messengers (cyclic AMP, Ca ion, etc.). Sometimes, electric signals (like depolarization waves) may also play a part in the intercellular communication. Such processes are characterized by changes in a sequence of different molecules carried by a physical signal. What is transmitted is the meaning of the message (significance) which can be memorized by the cell, providing a possible following use. At the molecular level one can find also the processes of linguistic nature. We know that the significance of a word is changed with changing the order of letters (ADD-->DAD, etc.).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)